
SSM PW8-W DIGICONE@ fastflexru precision package winder
Only a quick response to market trends in

combination with high cost efficiency can
provide yarn dyers a success guaranteeing
competitive advantage. Machines that fulfil

this market requirement must themselves
offer the versatility of modern electronics
and the robustness of proven component
solutions. The SSM PW8-W DIGICONE@
fastflexrM achieves this goal by offering:

. lndependent spindle drive of each posi-
tion for high machine efficiency

o lndividually driven fas/f/exrM electronic
yarn thread laying system for tailor-made
packages

r Flexible back pressure system for a large
range of back pressures - from ultra-low
pressure for FDY dye packages up to very
high for end use packages

. Slip-free direct package drive for exact
package build and enhanced unwinding
performance

. Centrally programmable compensatory
gate tensioner for simple operation and
precise package density

r Small machine footprint for reduce floor
space requirement,

PW8-W DIGICONE@ fastflexrM for unbeat-
able cost efficiency in filament dye package
winding, yarn dyeing and rewinding.

r Execution
with gate tension
device (with optional
positively driven over-
feeding device)

Universal peg for supply packages

fastflexrf thread laying system

lndividual control and drive of winding
speed

Complete winding unit for all kinds of
tubes and traverse lengths

Machine terminal MT-2 with

- touch-screen display

- central input of the winding para-
meters per machine or per section

- storing of the recipes

Electronic length measuring system
per spindle

Gate tension device, compensatory

Yarn break monitoring per spindle

Full package diameter stop per spindle

Oiling device

Positively driven over-
feeding device

Full package tray
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rLayout PWa-W

Section 42O kg

Head stock 260 kg

Types of winding

Mechanical speed

Package shape

lraverse lengtn

Take-up package diameter

Package weight

Supply package diameter

Yarns

Count

laKe-up tuoe,s

Layout

N' of spindles per section

min. / max. N' of spindles

Gauge

Drive

lnstalled power

Power consumption

DIGICONE@ or precision

uo to'1200 m/min (orocess soeed deoendino on Drocess oarameters)

freely programmable

25...25O mm infinitely variable

up to 280 mm

uptoSkg
up to 280 mm

textured or flat filaments, elastic yarns, silk, fine technical yarns

10...3000 dtex

cylindrical or conical up to 3o 30'
max. length 290 mm, min. basic diameter 43 mm (smaller diam. upon request)

single sided

6

6/60
360 mm

individual

- 200 W per spindle

- 100 W per spindle
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